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ABSTRACT: In a direct dynamics simulation, the
technologies of chemical dynamics and electronic structure
theory are coupled so that the potential energy, gradient,
and Hessian required from the simulation are obtained
directly from the electronic structure theory. These
simulations are extensively used to (1) interpret
experimental results and understand the atomic-level
dynamics of chemical reactions; (2) illustrate the ability
of classical simulations to correctly interpret and predict
chemical dynamics when quantum effects are expected to
be unimportant; (3) obtain the correct classical dynamics
predicted by an electronic structure theory; (4) determine
a deeper understanding of when statistical theories are
valid for predicting the mechanisms and rates of chemical
reactions; and (5) discover new reaction pathways and
chemical dynamics. Direct dynamics simulation studies are
described for bimolecular SN2 nucleophilic substitution,
unimolecular decomposition, post-transition-state dynam-
ics, mass spectrometry experiments, and semiclassical
vibrational spectra. Also included are discussions of
quantum effects, the accuracy of classical chemical
dynamics simulation, and the methodology of direct
dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Classical chemical dynamics simulations1,2 are an important
tool that obtains atomistic level information for studying a
broad range of chemical problems, including intermolecular
collisional energy transfer, intramolecular vibrational energy
flow, molecular motions and conformational changes, and
unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. The earliest simu-
lations were for unimolecular3,4 and bimolecular5,6 reactions;
the same approach has now been applied to a wide range of
problems including gas−surface energy transfer7 and reactions,8
post-transition-state (TS) dynamics,9 intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution (IVR) in molecules,10 and heat transfer
across interfaces.11 For such simulations, an ensemble of
classical trajectories are calculated by numerically integrating
either Newton’s or Hamilton’s classical equations of motion.1,2

Each trajectory in the ensemble has a different initial condition,
with specific values for the coordinates and velocities of the
atoms for the chemical system under investigation. To
illustrate, in numerically integrating Newton’s equations of
motion, Fi = −∂V/∂qi = mi(d

2qi/dt
2) is solved simultaneously

for each Cartesian coordinate qi at each numerical integration
time step. Here, Fi is the force for qi, ∂V/∂qi is the derivative of
the potential energy with respect to qi, and d2qi/dt

2 is the
acceleration for qi. This numerical integration gives the motions

of the atoms, following the initial condition, for the chemical
system under study, i.e., the trajectory.
In order to compare with the prediction of a chemical

dynamics theory or experiment, it is critical that accurate and
appropriate initial conditions are chosen for the trajectories in
the ensemble.2 In modeling a bimolecular reaction, the
quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) method is often used, in
which initial conditions are sampled from the vibrational and
rotational energy levels of the reactants.1,6,12 For a bimolecular
SN2 nucleophilic substitution reaction, such as Cl− + CH3Br →
ClCH3 + Br−, the results obtained from the QCT simulation
include the reaction rate constant versus temperature and
collision energy, the effect on the reaction probability and rate
constant of exciting specific CH3Br vibrational modes, the
relative importance of different atomistic reaction mechanisms
(e.g., direct or indirect), and the manner in which the product
energy is partitioned to translation, rotation, and vibration. To
compare with the Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus (RRKM)
theory of unimolecular decomposition, which assumes
complete IVR during the unimolecular reaction, a micro-
canonical ensemble of states is prepared for the unimolecular
reactant’s initial conditions.3,4,13 The sampling of initial
conditions is considered in more detail below in presenting
specific direct dynamics studies. However, to illustrate the
sampling of initial conditions, preparing a microcanonical
ensemble for a vibrationally excited molecule and selecting
vibrational energy levels at a TS are considered here.
For a microcanonical ensemble of a vibrationally excited

molecule, each vibrational state in the energy interval E → E +
ΔE has an equal probability of being populated. Each state, for
a nonlinear molecule, has a random energy Ei in each of the
3N − 6 vibrational normal modes, with the sum of the Ei equal
to E in the interval E → E + ΔE.13 Sampling of initial
conditions for a chemical dynamics simulation of a micro-
canonical ensemble, first involves choosing a vibrational state at
random with mode energies Ei. A random phase is then chosen
for each mode, transforming its Ei into a normal mode
coordinate Qi and momentum Pi. The normal mode
eigenvector, determined by calculating the vibrational frequen-
cies for the molecule, is then used to transform all the Qi and Pi
to Cartesian coordinates and momenta used to integrate the
trajectory. With this sampling, a random set of initial conditions
are chosen for the molecule, forming a microcanonical
ensemble. If the ensemble’s energy E is above the molecule’s
unimolecular threshold Eo, it will decompose. For RRKM
unimolecular dynamics the relative number of molecules
remaining in the ensemble at time t will decay exponentially
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with the RRKM rate constant, i.e., N(t)/N(0) = exp(−kt),
where N(0) is the number of initial conditions for the
ensemble. For non-RRKM dynamics, the decay is nonexpo-
nential.3

Direct dynamics simulations are also important for
investigating post-TS dynamics after passing a rate controlling
TS.9 Included in the simulation results is energy partitioning for
the reaction products and branching between multiple product
pathways. For these simulations a Boltzmann distribution is
prepared at the TS in accord with TS theory. For a nonlinear
molecule there are the 3N − 7 vibrational modes and the
reaction coordinate at the TS. In selecting an initial condition
for an ensemble of trajectories at the TS, the quantum
Boltzmann distribution is sampled for each vibrational mode to
determine its energy Ei, which is transformed into the mode’s
Qi and Pi as described above. The reaction coordinate
momentum Prc is sampled from its classical Boltzmann
distribution. The TS normal mode eigenvector is then used
to transform the Qi, Pi, and Prc to the Cartesian coordinates and
momenta used to integrate the trajectories. The sign of Prc is
used to direct the trajectories toward products from the TS.
The total energy for a chemical system is a sum of the atoms’

kinetic and potential energies and, when solving either
Newton’s or Hamilton’s equations of motion, the derivatives
of the potential energy with respect to the atoms’ coordinates,
i.e., ∂V/∂qi the gradient, is required. The traditional way to
perform a classical dynamics simulations is to represent the
potential energy, i.e., the potential energy surface (PES), by an
analytic function.1,3−6 This function could be a model, such as
the London−Eyring−Polanyi−Sato (LEPS)14 PES for atom +
diatom reactions, or determined by fitting electronic structure
calculations (ESCs).15 This approach is still used extensively
and major advances have been made in developing such
analytic PESs.16,17

Another approach for performing a classical chemical
dynamics simulation is direct dynamics, in which the trajectory
is numerically integrated “on the fly” by obtaining the potential
energy and its gradient directly from a quantum mechanical
(QM) electronic structure theory.18,19 The first study of this
type involved calculating several trajectories for the 1CH2 + H2
→ CH4 reaction with the CNDO electronic structure theory.20

Several years later, the first ab initio direct dynamics trajectories
were calculated for the H− + CH4 SN2 reaction using HF/STO-
3G theory.21 Starting in the 1990s, direct dynamics simulations
comprising ensembles of classical trajectories were first
performed22−27 and there are two flavors for these
simulations.19 For one, the trajectory is calculated “on the
fly”,18 with the potential energy and gradient obtained directly
from a QM theory with no need for an analytic potential energy
function. Such calculations are referred to as QM direct
dynamics. For some problems, particularly those with many
atoms, part of the chemical system may be represented by
molecular mechanical (MM) analytic potential energy functions
so that the gradient is a sum of terms from both the QM theory
and the MM function. This is referred to as QM/MM28 or QM
+MM direct dynamics.19

It is important to recognize that the direct dynamics
simulations discussed here are also often referred to as first-
principles dynamics,29 Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynam-
ics (BOMD),30 and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD).31

We prefer the direct dynamics terminology since it includes ab
initio, density functional theory (DFT), and semiempirical
electronic structure theories, as well as both QM and QM/MM

dynamics. The term “direct dynamics” is also used at times to
identify the calculation of the intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC)32 on a PES directly from a QM theory,33 without the
need for an analytic potential energy function. Finally, it is
important to note the difference between the direct chemical
dynamics simulations discussed here, for which an ensemble of
trajectories are calculated, and a molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation34,35 for which a single trajectory is calculated. For
this latter simulation the potential energy and its gradient may
be determined directly from a QM theory as in direct dynamics.
For the MD simulation it is assumed that the motion of the
single trajectory is ergodic, so that it creates a proper ensemble
of states;36 as discussed below, a MD simulation may be used to
generate initial conditions for a chemical dynamics simulation.
If this single trajectory is coupled to a thermal bath, the
properties of a constant temperature T canonical ensemble are
obtained. For a large system, with many atoms, constant T
properties may be found from a constant energy trajectory.
There are multiple motivations for direct dynamics

simulations: they may be used to interpret experimental results
and understand the atomic-level dynamics of chemical
reactions; the simulations illustrate the ability of classical
dynamics to correctly interpret experiments and predict
chemical dynamics, when quantum effects are expected to be
unimportant; with direct dynamics one obtains the classical
atomistic dynamics predicted by a QM theory, in much the
same way molecular structures, vibrational frequencies, and
energies are obtained from QM theories; and the simulations
provide a deeper understanding of when statistical theories are
valid for predicting mechanisms and rates of chemical reactions.
Finally, there is an exciting “discovery” component to direct
dynamics, in that new reaction pathways and chemical
dynamics are often discovered. Atomistic reaction mechanisms
are often described in terms of a one-dimensional potential
energy curve consisting of potential energy minima and TS
stationary points, and IRCs connecting them. As discussed
below, this is often an overly simplistic picture of the actual
multidimensional atomistic dynamics. With direct dynamics,
the actual chemical dynamics may be discovered. All of the
above motivations are components of the direct dynamics
simulations discussed below. However, before presenting this
work, the accuracy of classical chemical dynamics and the
methodology and enhancements of direct dynamics are
considered.

2. ACCURACY OF CLASSICAL CHEMICAL DYNAMICS
2.1. Fundamentals. Actual chemical dynamics are quantal,

not classical, and there may be quantum effects which make the
classical dynamics inaccurate.37 As described quite lucidly by
Schatz,38 “all quantum effects are interference effects”.
However, in comparisons with classical mechanics it is easier
to use descriptions different than that of interferences to
consider quantum effects. In particular, zero-point energy
(ZPE), tunneling, and resonances are often important quantum
effects.38 For a classical chemical dynamics simulation of a
bimolecular or unimolecular reaction, trajectories may cross the
TS barrier and/or form products without ZPE in their
vibrational modes. Classical dynamics allows ZPE to flow and
“pool” within a molecule.39,40

These unphysical dynamics are illustrated by the unimol-
ecular decomposition of a molecule which has rapid IVR and
whose classical intramolecular dynamics is thus ergodic, so that
its decomposition is intrinsically RRKM.41 The molecule may
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be excited randomly with a quasiclassical microcanonical
ensemble of states,13 so that each state in the energy interval
E → E + ΔE has the same probability of being populated.
However, because of the classical ergodic dynamics, this
quasiclassical ensemble will rapidly become a classical micro-
canonical ensemble, with ZPE randomized, and the trajectories
will decompose in accord with classical RRKM unimolecular
rate theory. Such dynamics have been described for C2H5 → H
+ C2H4 dissociation on a PES with a classical dissociation
barrier of 43.5 kcal/mol with respect to the potential energy
minimum.42 The quantal barrier includes ZPE at the TS and is
73.8 kcal/mol. Thus, excited C2H5 molecules with a total
energy, including ZPE, between 43.5 and 73.8 kcal/mol
dissociate classically, but in the absence of tunneling do not
dissociate quantum mechanically.43

Motions associated with the reaction coordinate and
vibrations at the barrier TS are not separable and, as a result,
tunneling and ZPE at the barrier are nonseparable.38 This
“mixing” between tunneling and ZPE was discussed in a
classical chemical dynamics study of the H + C2H4 → C2H5
association reaction.43 If it is assumed, as in transition state
theory (TST), that the TS has ZPE, the quantum barrier for
reaction is the vibrationally adiabatic ground-state barrier37 and
is used to identify tunneling.44

Resonances for bimolecular and unimolecular reactions may
be viewed as localized wave packets composed of a super-
position of continuum wave functions, which for a time
qualitatively resemble bound states.38 They are intermediate
metastable states, with finite lifetimes corresponding to their
dissociation. Primary quantum effects associated with reso-
nances are their discrete energy level structure and their
lifetimes. For a bimolecular reaction with an intermediate, such
as HO2 for the reaction H + O2 → O + OH, the resonances are
temporarily trapped in the intermediate’s well.45 However, with
rotational energy levels included, the state density for such
intermediates is usually too high to observe the individual
resonances and the statistical RRKM theory is often applicable
for determining the intermediate’s lifetime.
There are also resonances for bimolecular reactions, which

do not have minima on their PESs. For these reactions, the
resonances are understood by considering the vibrationally
adiabatic potential energy curves for a chemical reaction.46,47

These curves are created by following the reaction coordinate rc
from the reactants to products and for each value of rc
determining the vibrational energy levels for the s − 1
vibrational degrees of freedom orthogonal to rc, where s =
3N − 6 for nonlinear molecules. Each vibrational energy level is
identified by a set of quantum numbers n. For a vibrationally
adiabatic curve, the quantum number n for each of the s − 1
modes remains fixed in moving from reactants to products. The
nature of a mode, as well as its vibrational frequency, may
change during the course of the reaction. Shifting of the
vibrational frequencies may give rise to minima, i.e., wells, along
the rc and these minima are often in the TS region of the PES.
Resonances may be localized within these minima. The state
density for these resonances is often low and they have been
observed in experiments and quantum dynamics calculations,
which accurately represent the experiments.48−50

Unimolecular resonances are observed if the state density is
not too high, as for van der Waals molecules51 and the formyl
radical HCO which dissociates to H + CO.52 Unimolecular
resonances may be viewed as an extension of bound states into
the dissociative continuum, with their line widths broadened as

a result of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle giving them
their lifetimes. As for the bound states it may not be possible to
assign quantum numbers to the resonance states, as a result of
strong coupling between the vibrational modes. This is the case
for HO2 resonances,

45,53 while those for HCO are assignable.53

There are classical analogues to bimolecular and unim-
olecular resonances. The classical analogue for bimolecular
resonances is temporary trapping of classical trajectories in the
vibrationally adiabatic potential energy minima described
above. The lifetime of a resonance may be associated with
tunneling through a vibrationally adiabatic barrier, the stability
of the periodic trajectory associated with the minimum in the
vibrationally adiabatic potential energy curve, or a transition to
a vibrationally adiabatic curve lower in energy.54

There is a classical-quantum correspondence for resonances
to which quantum numbers may not be assigned, as well as to
resonances for which quantum numbers may be assigned.55 An
example of the former is HO2 → O + OH dissociation. Without
rotational excitation, the state density of vibrationally excited
HO2 is sufficiently sparse that energies and line widths (i.e.,
lifetimes) may be determined for its resonance states.56 The
classical analogue for nonassignable unimolecular resonance
levels are chaotic trajectories, giving rise to ergodic unim-
olecular dynamics. HO2 has only three vibrational modes and
ZPE conditions are less important, so that classical dynamics
gives an accurate RRKM rate constant except very near the
unimolecular dissociation threshold.56 As discussed in the next
section, there is a close relationship between the average
unimolecular rate constant for the resonances and the classical
trajectory unimolecular rate constant.56

For assignable resonances the intramolecular dynamics of the
trajectories are not chaotic, which is illustrated by the
resonances found for HCO → H + CO dissociation.53 The
energy for each resonance is above the unimolecular threshold
and is identified by quantum numbers n for the H−C and C
O stretch and the HCO bend modes. The resonance states will
have a small n for the H−C stretch, the dissociating coordinate,
but may have quite large n for the CO stretch and HCO
bend modes. A classical trajectory may be initiated with fixed
quanta in the three modes to represent the resonance state, and
its motion may be quasiperiodic with no energy transfer
between the modes57 or semi-quasiperiodic with slow intra-
mode energy transfer. For the former case the trajectory will
have an infinite lifetime in contrast to the QM finite lifetime for
the resonance state. For the latter, where there is energy
transfer between the modes, an ensemble of trajectories
representing the resonance state may give a lifetime in
agreement with the QM value.
Though the above quantum effects are often important, as

described previously,9,58 “comparisons of classical dynamics
simulations with experiments and quantum dynamics calcu-
lations have shown that trajectories give correct results for
direct processes such as direct bimolecular reactions,
unimolecular fragmentation on a repulsive potential energy
curve, and short-time unimolecular decomposition and IVR.
For these direct processes the unphysical flow and pooling of
ZPE is less important and the classical dynamics tends to
maintain the vibrational adiabaticity present in quantum
dynamics.” It is assumed that these dynamics occur in the
absence of tunneling.

2.2. Illustrative Examples. Classical chemical dynamics
simulations are widely used to study chemical reaction and
energy transfer dynamics, and there have been numerous
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comparisons between classical dynamics, quantum dynamics,
and experiment. There is overall quite good agreement between
classical and quantum dynamics, and experimental, reactive
cross sections for the H(D) + H2(D2)

59−61 and F + H2(D2)
reactions.62,63 For a range of polyatomic bimolecular reactions,
classical and quantum dynamical rate constants are in quite
good agreement.64 In the following, several illustrative examples
are given here of the agreement between classical dynamics and
experiments and/or quantum dynamics for unimolecular and
bimolecular reactions.
Above it is explained how the classical unimolecular kinetics

for C2H5, with 15 vibrational degrees of freedom and ergodic
unimolecular dynamics, is much different than the quantum
unimolecular dynamics. However, there are molecules and
excitation processes, which involve much fewer degrees of
freedom, for which the classical dynamics agrees with the
quantum dynamics and/or experiment. Two examples are HO2
→ H + O2 dissociation, excited with a microcanonical ensemble
of its vibrational states,56 and dissociation of Cl−---CH3Cl
formed by Cl− + CH3Cl association.

65,66 For these dissocia-
tions, with few vibrational degrees of freedom, the ZPE
problem described above for C2H5 dissociation is less
important.
A fundamental comparison between classical and quantum

unimolecular dynamics is for HO2 → H + O2 dissociation. The
classical dynamics is ergodic (i.e., intrinsically RRKM), in that a
microcanonical ensemble of states in the classical phase space
dissociates exponentially with the classical RRKM rate constant.
Quantum vibrational levels of HO2, excited above the
unimolecular threshold, dissociate via resonance states whose
energies may not be identified by quantum numbers for the
HO2 three vibrational degrees of freedom. This is consistent
with the classical ergodic and RRKM dynamics found for HO2
dissociation. The correspondence between the HO2 quantum
and classical unimolecular dynamics is that the average of the
resonance rate constants ki, for a small energy interval ΔE,
agrees with the classical trajectory rate constant for the middle
of the energy interval.56

Classical chemical dynamics simulations and experiment have
compared the Cl−---CH3Cl unimolecular kinetics. Cl−---CH3Cl
is formed by Cl− + CH3Cl association, and both experiments
and simulations show that only the three intermolecular modes
of Cl−---CH3Cl complex are excited by this association.65−68

Experimental and simulation lifetimes of the complex are
compared in Figure 1 and are in excellent agreement.
Two exemplary classical chemical dynamics simulations of

bimolecular reactions, illustrating agreement with experiment,
are the OH− + CH3I and O(3P) + C2H4 reactions. The former
is a direct dynamics simulation69,70 and discussed in more detail
in a following section. The simulations were performed at the
B97-1/ECP/d level of theory, which gives the potential energy
curve for the reaction shown in Figure 2. As shown in Tables 1
and 2, for both the branching between the I− SN2 and CH2I

−

proton transfer products, and the overall reaction rate constant,
the simulations give results in quantitative agreement with the
temperature-dependent experiments.
For the O(3P) + C2H4 reaction intersystem crossing (ISC),

which couples the triplet PES with a singlet PES, is important.
Bowman and co-workers developed analytic PESs for the triplet
and singlet surfaces, including their spin−orbit coupling.71

They then used these PESs in a chemical dynamics simulation
of the O(3P) + C2H4 reaction, with surface hopping between
the triplet (T1) and singlet (S0) surfaces included to account for

the ISC electronic non-adiabatic dynamics. The T1 and S0
potential energy curves, as well as the region for ISC, are
depicted in Figure 3. Products are formed on both the T1 and
S0 PESs, and the calculated distribution for the different
products is in quite good agreement with experiment as shown
in Table 3.

3. METHODOLOGY AND ENHANCEMENTS OF DIRECT
DYNAMICS

The methodology of direct dynamics simulations is discussed in
refs 72−74. Software for a direct chemical dynamics simulation
requires both the chemical dynamics component (for choosing
the trajectory initial conditions,75,76 integrating the classical
equations of motion,77 and determining the trajectory final
conditions78) and an electronic structure QM theory
component. A practical approach for direct dynamics is to
develop an interface that couples the chemical dynamics and
QM components, with the latter providing the potential
energies, gradients, and Hessians enabling the direct dynamics.
Following this approach, the chemical dynamics code VENUS
has been coupled with Gaussian,79 NWChem,69 and
MOPAC.25 For VENUS/NWChem80 there is tight coupling
between the two codes. They are compiled and linked together
to act as one executable file with data being passed between the
two codes through routine calls during a simulation. This is in
contrast to loose coupling where the two codes execute
relatively independent of one another.
The direct dynamics simulations presented and discussed

here are Born−Oppenheimer (BO) direct dynamics72−74 in
which the time-independent Schrödinger equation is solved at
each trajectory integration step or interpolated to a desired
accuracy as described below. The Car−Parrinello (CP)
method72−74,34 is another approach for direct dynamics,
which avoids the explicit electronic structure calculation
(ESC) at each integration step by introducing a fictitious
classical dynamics for the electronic wave function and
corresponding fictitious electronic mass parameter μ. As
described previously,74 initially34 it was thought that a CP
direct dynamics simulation is substantially more computation-
ally efficient that the BO approach, since it does not require an
ESC at each integration step. However, detailed analyses (see
discussion in ref 74) have shown that CP direct dynamics only
recovers BO direct dynamics in the limit μ → 0 and a quite

Figure 1. Average lifetime of the Cl−---CH3Cl complex, extracted from
the Cl− + CH3Cl →Cl−---CH3Cl ternary rate constant.

67 Included are
values determined by high-pressure mass spectrometry68 and chemical
dynamics simulations.66 Reproduced from ref 67 with permission from
the American Chemical Society.
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small value for μ is needed to obtain accurate results. With such
a small μ, a small integration step size is required and CP direct
dynamics is not more efficient than BO direct dynamics. With
BO direct dynamics one is assured of obtaining the correct
classical dynamics from the electronic structure theory.
Direct dynamics simulations are computationally expensive

and it is important to determine methods to make the
simulations more efficient. One approach is to interpolate the
ESC so that it does not need to be performed at each
integration step. A method for doing this is suggested by using
the potential energy, gradient, and Hessian at the current kth
step of the integration to construct a local quadratic PES.81,82

The trajectory is then integrated on this PES within a small
trust radius. The integration within the trust region needs to be
performed with an algorithm that conserves angular momen-
tum. This method is not faster than a standard gradient-based

integration. However, it may be considered as a predictor step,
which is then followed by a corrector step.83−86 This
predictor−corrector integrator constructs (interpolates) a
local PES that is fifth order along the displacement of the
trajectory for each time step and a large integration time step

Figure 2. Schematic energy profile for the OH− + CH3I → CH3OH + I− SN2 reaction at the DFT/B97-1/ECP/d level of theory, and other possible
reaction channels. The energies shown are in kcal/mol and relative to the OH− + CH3I reactants. Zero point energies are included. Experimental 0 K
heats of reaction are in parentheses. Reproduced from ref 69 with permission from the American Chemical Society.

Table 1. Comparison of the Experiment and Simulation
Temperature Dependence of the Anion Product Ratio for
the OH− + CH3I Reaction

a,b

temp
(K) CH2I

−
[CH3--I--
OH]− I−

I−

(exp)
CH2I

−

(exp)

210 0.64 0.36
300 0.43 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.06 0.56 0.44
400 0.45 ± 0.04 0.01 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.04 0.51 0.49
500 0.48 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.05 0.46 0.54

aResults from ref 70. bExperimental branching error estimated to be
0.03 relative and 0.05 absolute.

Table 2. Comparison of the Experiment and Simulation
Temperature Dependence of the OH− + CH3I Rate
Constant and the Calculated Collision Rate Constanta,b

rate constant (cm3/s)

temp (K) simulation exp calc coll

210 2.3 × 10−9 3.0 × 10−9

300 (1.8 ± 0.1) × 10−9 1.7 × 10−9 2.7 × 10−9

400 (1.8 ± 0.1) × 10−9 1.9 × 10−9 2.5 × 10−9

500 (1.7 ± 0.1) × 10−9 1.8 × 10−9 2.3 × 10−9

aResults from ref 70. bErrors in the experimental rate constants are
estimated to be ±25%.

Figure 3. Schematic of triplet (red) and singlet (black) potential
energy surfaces used in trajectory surface hopping simulations of the
O(3P) + C2H4 reaction. The biradical region, enclosed by the ellipse, is
where the majority of the surface hops occur. Reproduced from ref 71
with permission from the National Academy of Sciences.

Table 3. Comparison between Simulation and Experimental
Product Fractions for O(3P) + C2H4 Reaction at a Collision
Energy of 8.4 kcal mol−1

product channel theorya experimenta

CH3 + CHO (from S0) 0.49 0.34 ± 0.09
CH2CHO + H (from T1) 0.28 0.30 ± 0.06
H2CO + CH2 (from T1) 0.08 0.20 ± 0.05
CH3CO + H (from S0) 0.10 0.03 ± 0.01
CH2CO + H2 (from S0) 0.05 0.13 ± 0.04

aResults from ref 71.
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may be taken. These integrators reduce the number of ESCs
needed to integrate the classical trajectory. However, this
potential enhancement of the trajectory may be thwarted by the
cost to obtain the Hessian. Tests are needed to determine the
balance between the reduced number of ESCs and the cost of
the Hessian.
The efficiency of the above algorithm may be greatly

improved by using a Hessian update (interpolation) scheme in
which an ESC is only performed every k integration steps. The
traditional update scheme87,88 is based on a first-order Taylor
expansion for which the Hessian at point X2 is

− = −H X X X G X G X( )( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1 2 1 (1)

This is a first-order expansion of the gradient G(X1) about X2
and has a second-order error in ∥X1 − X2∥. A more accurate
update scheme, which has a third-order error in ∥X1 − X2∥, is
based on compact finite difference (CFD),89 for which

+ − = −H X H X X X G X G X
1
2

[ ( ) ( )]( ) ( ) ( )1 2 2 1 2 1 (2)

Extensive tests have been made of the CFD scheme as
compared to the first-order Taylor expansion and CFD is much
more efficient and accurate.90 It is expected that in the future
new approaches and algorithms will be developed for
interpolating the PES and enhancing direct dynamics
simulations.

4. DIRECT CHEMICAL DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
4.1. Bimolecular SN2 Nucleophilic Substitution. Direct

dynamics simulations have had a major impact on our
understanding of the atomistic dynamics of gas-phase
bimolecular X− + CH3Y →XCH3 + Y− SN2 nucleophilic
substitution reactions.58,91,92 Overall, the simulation results are
in excellent agreement with experiment. Comparisons with
experiments of the Wester93 and Viggiano70 research groups are
particularly important. The traditional mechanism for these
reactions involves the formation of X−---CH3Y pre-reaction and
XCH3---Y

− post-reaction complexes, with an intermediate [X--
CH3--Y]

− central barrier for transferring the electron.58,94 The

complexes are assumed to have rapid IVR and RRKM
unimolecular kinetics. Before the direct dynamics simulations
were performed, it was known that SN2 reactions may have
important non-RRKM dynamics and the above statistical model
was an oversimplification.65,95−97 However, the direct dynamics
simulations have confirmed the complexity of the SN2 reactions,
and shown that they are “rich” in atomistic and mechanistic
detail.
Direct dynamics simulations were performed for Cl−, F−,

OH− and the microsolvated ions F−(H2O) and OH−(H2O)
reacting with CH3I. A representative potential energy curve for
the unsolvated SN2 reaction is shown in Figure 2. The
simulations showed that the SN2 reaction may occur by two
direct mechanisms, rebound and stripping, and multiple
indirect mechanisms.91 For the rebound mechanism the
colliding anion strikes the backside of CH3I and the SN2
molecular product rebounds off I− in the backward direction. In
contrast, for the stripping mechanism the colliding anion strips
CH3 from I− and the molecular product scatters in the forward
direction. The first reaction studied by direct dynamics is Cl− +
CH3I, yielding an exciting new finding.93 In agreement with
molecular beam, ion imaging experiments, the simulations show
that, as the collision energy Erel of the reactants is increased, the
reaction changes from an indirect mechanism with Cl−---CH3I
pre-reaction complex formation to a predominant direct
mechanism, with rebound scattering.98 The transition from
the indirect reaction to a predominant direct reaction occurs
over a very small Erel range, a result found previously for Cl− +
CH3Br with an analytic potential.99 At the high collision energy
of 1.9 eV the experimental scattering has attributes of an
indirect mechanism. Pre-reaction complex formation is
unexpected at this high collision energy and the origin of this
unusual scattering was unclear. The simulations showed that
this indirect mechanism occurs by a roundabout mechanism,
previously unknown, involving CH3 rotation. For this
mechanism, depicted in Figure 4, Cl− first strikes the side of
the CH3 group, causing it to rotate around the massive I atom.
The collision also excites the C−I vibration. Then, after one
CH3 revolution, Cl

− attacks the C atom backside and directly

Figure 4. View of a typical trajectory for the indirect roundabout mechanism at a collision energy of 1.9 eV that proceeds via CH3 rotation.
Reproduced from ref 93 with permission from the American Academy for the Advancement of Science.
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displaces I−. Of much less importance is substitution after CH3

rotates twice about the I atom.
Direct dynamics were performed for the F− + CH3I reaction

using two electronic structure methods B97-1 and MP2, with
the ECP/d basis set.100−104 The majority of the simulations
were performed with B97-1 at the collision energies Erel of 0.32
and 1.53 eV.100,101,104 For this reaction the SN2 barrier is
substantially submerged.101 The B97-1 PES has a hydrogen-
bonded F−---HCH2I pre-reaction complex with a well depth of
20.2 kcal/mol and a very low barrier of 2.4 kcal/mol to reach
the [F--HCH2I--I]

− SN2 TS. In addition to these two stationary
points, MP2 also has the traditional ion-dipole F−---CH3I pre-
reaction complex and a very low barrier TS connecting the
hydrogen-bonding and ion−dipole pre-reaction complexes. The
MP2 potential energies for these two complexes are similar and
also similar to the potential energy for the B97-1 hydrogen-
bonded complex. CCSD(T) calculations indicate the MP2 PES
with the two pre-reaction complexes is correct.103 However, the
overall shapes of the B97-1 and MP2 pre-reaction PESs are
similar.
The B97-1 direct dynamics at Erel = 0.32 eV are in quite good

agreement with the product energy and velocity scattering
angular distributions measured in the molecular beam, ion
imaging experiments.100,101 The simulations show that the
reaction occurs via the direct rebound and stripping
mechanisms and an indirect mechanism with formation of
the hydrogen-bonded F−---HCH2I complex; the fractions of
these three mechanisms are 0.15:0.25:0.60. The agreement
between the B97-1 direct dynamics and experiment is not as
good at Erel of 1.53 eV. Classical dynamics is expected to be
accurate for this exothermic reaction at high Erel and the
difference between simulation and experiment must arise from
an inaccurate B97-1 PES at high energies.
A MP2 direct dynamics was performed for Erel = 1.53 eV to

see if better agreement with experiment was obtained.102 MP2
and B97-1 give nearly identical average product energies, which

agree with experiment, but MP2 gives a velocity scattering
angle distribution in much better agreement with experiment.
The fractions of the B97-1 and MP2 atomistic mechanisms are
much different at Erel = 1.53 eV. For B97-1 the fractions for the
direct rebound and stripping and complex formation indirect
mechanisms are 0.29:0.12:0.59, while these fractions are
0.46:0.43:0.11 for MP2. Direct reaction is much more
important for MP2. It is somewhat surprising that, while
B97-1 and MP2 give much different atomistic dynamics, they
yield the same product energy distributions! B97-1 gives
reaction rate constants for Erel of 0.32 and 1.53 eV which agree
with experiment, while the MP2 rate constant at Erel = 1. 53 eV
is a factor of 4 too low. The simulations illustrate that the B97-1
and MP2 PESs are different, but it is not clear which is more
accurate.
As discussed above and shown in Tables 1 and 2, B97-1 gives

accurate thermal rate constants and SN2/proton transfer
branching ratios for the OH− + CH3I reaction.70 The
simulations were also performed for Erel of 0.5−2.0 eV to
compare with molecular beam, ion imaging experiments.69 For
these collision energies the SN2 pathway occurred by the direct
rebound and stripping mechanisms and seven different indirect
mechanisms. Proton transfer had similar mechanisms. Both the
SN2 and proton transfer pathways were dominated by the
stripping mechanism. At the lower thermal energies in Tables 1
and 2, the two direct mechanisms and the indirect mechanisms
have nearly equal contributions for the SN2 pathway, while the
majority of the reaction is indirect for proton transfer. The
simulation results are in good agreement with the molecular
beam, ion imaging experiments for the proton-transfer pathway.
However, for the SN2 reaction, the experimental scattering is
isotropic in nature whereas forward scattering dominates the
simulation. The implication is that the simulations give too
much stripping, which leads to forward scattering. Apparently,
there are shortcomings in the B97-1 PES for the OH− + CH3I

Figure 5. Schematic energy profile for the OH−(H2O) + CH3I→ CH3OH + I− + H2O SN2 reaction, and other pathways, at the DFT/B97-1/ECP/d
level of theory. The energies shown are in kcal/mol and are relative to the OH−(H2O) + CH3I reactants. Zero point energies are included.
Reproduced from ref 106 with permission from the American Institute of Physics.
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reaction. The simulation dynamics for the OH− + CH3I SN2
pathway are similar to those for F− + CH3I.
Direct dynamics simulations were used to study OH−(H2O)

+ CH3I
105−108 and F−(H2O) + CH3I

109 to investigate how
microsolvation affects the X− + CH3Y reaction. Solvating the
reactant anion adds considerable complexity to the reaction as
illustrated by the OH−(H2O) + CH3I potential energy curve in
Figure 5; e.g., there are four SN2 pathways with different
solvation motifs. The OH−(H2O) + CH3I direct dynamics were
performed with the B97-1/ECP/d theory.106 The SN2 reaction
dominates at all reactant collision energies and temperatures,
and the reaction occurs by direct rebound and stripping
mechanisms and 28 different indirect atomistic mechanisms.
The latter dominates the reaction dynamics, and important
indirect mechanisms are the roundabout and formation of SN2
and proton transfer pre-reaction complexes and intermediates,
including [CH3--I--OH]

−.108 In contrast, for the unsolvated
OH− + CH3I SN2 reaction, there are only seven indirect
atomistic mechanisms and the direct mechanisms dominate.
Microsolvation enhances indirect dynamics. The simulation
results for the OH−(H2O) + CH3I SN2 reaction are in good
agreement with experimental measurements of the reaction rate
constant and product branching ratio versus temperature.107

The simulations are also in overall good agreement with the
molecular beam, ion imaging experiments of the product
energies and velocity scattering angle distributions.106

The [CH3--I--OH]
− and [CH3--I--OH]

−(H2O) intermedi-
ates, and the pre-reaction complexes, may have isolated
resonances110,111 which should be possible to observe
experimentally. It would be of much interest to use direct
dynamics to search for the classical analogues57 of these
quantum resonances.
An important finding from the OH−(H2O) + CH3I

microsolvation study is that equilibrium solvation by the H2O
molecule is unimportant.106 The SN2 reaction is dominated by
events in which H2O leaves the reactive system as CH3OH is
formed or before CH3OH formation. Participation of the
(H2O)CH3OH---I

− post-reaction complex for the SN2 reaction
is negligible. For simulations at a 0.05 eV collision energy,
corresponding to a temperature of 387 K, the I−(H2O)/I

−

product ratio is 0.02. There are two origin of the suppressed
formation of the solvated I−(H2O) product. For trajectories
that formed the (H2O)HO

−---CH3I pre-reaction complex,
there is a strong propensity for H2O dissociation from this
complex as a result of the potential energy release in its
formation. In addition, trajectories that crossed the SN2 central
barrier, with H2O attached, did not follow the IRC to the post-
reaction potential energy minima for (H2O)CH3OH---I−.
Instead they tended to follow a non-IRC pathway directly
forming [CH3OH + I− + H2O] as a result of potential energy
release as the reactive system moved from the central barrier to
products.
Similar dynamics are found in direct dynamics simulations of

the microsolvated SN2 reaction F−(H2O) + CH3I at a 0.32 eV
collision energy.109 The water molecule preferentially leaves the
reactive system before traversing the postreaction region of the
PES.
4.2. Unimolecular Dissociation. Direct dynamics simu-

lations may be used to study atomistic details of unimolecular
reactions and compare with experiment and theoretical models
such as RRKM theory. As discussed above, if the vibrational
energy within the molecular reactant is randomly distributed,
only in the high energy limit will its decomposition rate

constant agree with experiment. This is a result of the
unphysical flow of ZPE. However, if the molecule is excited
nonrandomly, with its energy initially localized, its initial
unimolecular and intramolecular dynamics, before extensive
ZPE flow, may agree with experiment.
Direct dynamics of simulations of unimolecular reactions are

also quite useful for identifying decomposition mechanisms and
determining Arrhenius parameters. Finding all unimolecular
reaction paths for a large molecule at high energy, by standard
electronic structure methods, may be difficult. From direct
dynamics simulations it was found that (1) protonated
diglycine and octaglycine, colliding with a diamond surface at
100 eV, have 88 and 304 fragmentation pathways, respec-
tively;112,113 (2) the epoxy resin constituent CH3−NH−CH
CH−CH3 has 33 decomposition pathways at 3500−5500 K;114
and (3) the doubly protonated tripeptide threonine-isoleucine-
lysine ion, TIK(H+)2, randomly excited at 2500 K has 61
fragmentation pathways.115

In the following, several direct dynamics simulations of
unimolecular decomposition, following nonrandom excitation
and random thermal excitation, are discussed.

4.2.1. Dissociation following Nonrandom Excitation.
Direct dynamics simulations of unimolecular decompositions
for organic reactions, following nonrandom excitation, are
summarized in Table 4.116−133 For some reactions there is a
reaction intermediate following a rate-controlling TS on the
PES, and the intramolecular and unimolecular dynamics may be

Table 4. Non-random Excitation and Post-TS/Unimolecular
Direct Dynamics Simulations of Nonstatistical Organic
Reaction Dynamics

system theory year, ref

nonstatistical dynamics for a [1,3]
sigmatropic migration

PM3 1995, 116

cyclopropane stereomutation and
trimethylene unimolecular dynamics

AM1-SRP 1996, 117;

1997, 118;

1998, 119

nonexponential unimolecular decay for
a reaction intermediate

AM1, PM3 1996, 120

biradical unimolecular dynamics for
vinylcyclopropane → cyclopentene

AM1-SRP 2002, 121

unimolecular dynamics of 1,2,6-
heptatrience rearrangement

CASSCF(8,8) AM1-SRP 2002, 122

methyl loss from the acetone radical
cation

AM1-SRP 2002, 123

propene ozonolysis and dissociation of
molozonide, forming the Criegee
intermediate

B3LYP/6-31G* 2006, 124

nonstatistical dynamics in a carbene
Wolff rearrangement

DFT/3-21G 2008, 125

unimolecular dynamics of the twist-boat
intermediate for cyclohexane
isomerization

HF/6-31G 2009, 126

alkene hydroboration B3LYP/6-31G* 2009, 127

unimolecular dynamics of chemically
activated cyclopentadiene

BS-UO3LYP/3-21G 2011, 128

nonstatistical dynamics in the
ozonolysis of vinyl ethers

DFT/PDDG/PM3 2011, 129

simulation of dioxetane formation and
decomposition

UB3LYP/6-31G* 2012, 130

mechanism of thiolate−disulfide
exchange

PBE0/6-31+G* 2012, 131

activation and dissociation of 1,5-
dinitrobiuret (HDNB)

M05-2X/6-31++G** 2014, 132

betaines as bypassed intermediates in
solvent dynamics

M06-2X/6-31G* and
6-31+G**

2014, 133
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studied by initiating the trajectories at this TS as described
below in the Post-TS Dynamics section. Post-TS/unimolecular
dynamics studies are included in Table 4. Below, the studies for
dioxetane, the acetone radical cation, and the ozonolysis of
vinyl ethers are discussed.
Direct chemical dynamics simulations were used to study the

formation and decomposition of dioxetane on its ground state
singlet PES.130 The stationary points for this surface are 1O2 +
C2H4, the singlet •O−O−CH2−CH2

• biradical, the TS
connecting this biradical with dioxetane, and the two TSs and
gauche •O−CH2−CH2−O• biradical connecting dioxetane
with the formaldehyde product molecules, which were
investigated at different levels of electronic structure and a
range of basis sets. The potential energy curve for dioxetane
dissociation to the formaldehyde products is depicted in Figure
6. The UB3LYP/6-31G* method was found to give
representative energies for the reactive system and used for
direct dynamics simulations in which ensembles of trajectories
were initiated at the TS connecting the •O−O−CH2−CH2

•

biradical and dioxetane with 300, 1000, and 1500 K
distributions of energy. The TS’s vibrational energy levels,
and rotational and reaction coordinate energies, with
Boltzmann distributions at 300, 1000, and 1500 K. The
dioxetane molecules which are formed dissociate to two
formaldehyde molecules with a rate constant 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than that predicted by RRKM theory.
Important nonstatistical dynamics are exhibited for this reactive
system. There may be a bottleneck for IVR between the in-
plane and out-of-plane modes of dioxetane as found
molozonide.124

In the following two direct dynamics simulations, compar-
isons are made with experimental studies. Non-RRKM
dynamics has been observed123,134 for the isomerization of
the acetone−enol cation CH3−COH−CH2

+ to the acetone
cation CH3−CO−CH3

+, which then dissociates to CH3
+ +

CH3CO and to CH3CO
+ + CH3. What is found from the

simulations is that the methyl group formed by this
isomerization is 1.36 ± 0.15 times more likely to dissociate
from the acetone cation, which agrees with the experimental

finding. In contrast, RRKM theory predicts equal dissociation
probabilities for the two −CH3 groups.
Non-RRKM and nonstatistical dynamics were found in

chemical dynamics simulations of the ozonolysis of vinyl ethers,
the results of which explain experimental observations.129 The
unimolecular dynamics of the primary ozonide, formed by the
1,3-dipolar addition of ozone to the vinyl ether, is nonstatistical.
The unimolecular kinetics of the ozonide were determined both
experimentally and computationally, versus the size of the alkyl
group of the vinyl ether, and the effect of the alkyl group size
was found to be much less than the prediction of RRKM
theory. IVR for the primary ozonide is incomplete and does not
involve all of its vibrational modes on the time-scale of its
unimolecular decomposition. These results are consistent with
the non-RRKM behavior found for the simulations of the O3 +
propene unimolecular dynamics.124

4.2.2. Thermal Unimolecular Kinetics. For a molecule
consisting of s harmonic vibrational modes, it was found that
the classical RRKM rate constant,

ν= − −k E E E E( ) [( )/ ]s
o

1
(3)

and classical TST rate constant,

ν= −k T E k T( ) exp( / )o B (4)

become equivalent for large E with E0/E≪ 1, large s ≈ (s − 1),
and the energy and temperature of the of the s classical
harmonic oscillators related by E = skBT.

135 This is seen by
expressing the exponential in eq 4 as a power series. The
conditions E0/E ≪ 1 and large s ≈ (s − 1) are found for large
molecules. For harmonic RRKM and TST theories, ν is the
product of the molecular vibrational frequencies divided by the
product of the TS vibrational frequenicies. An anharmonic
correction may be included for ν. Eo is the classical barrier for
the unimolecular reaction. Thus, a simulation of the
unimolecular decomposition of a microcanonical ensemble
for a large molecule, at energy E, may be used to determine the
thermal unimolecular rate constant k(T). This relationship is
consistent with the understanding that, for a molecule with

Figure 6. UB3LYP//6-31G* potential energy along the IRC for dissociation of dioxetane. Reproduced from ref 130 with permission from the
American Institute of Physics.
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large s and large E, the populations of the vibrational states of
the individual oscillators are given by a Boltzmann distribu-
tion13 and that the fluctuations of the energy of a grand
canonical ensemble are negligible, making it similar to a
microcanonical ensemble.136 This relation between E and T has
also been discussed with respect to product energies in
unimolecular dissociation.137

The trajectories comprising this microcanonical ensemble are
integrated until a unimolecular reaction occurs or up to a
maximum time tmax. The total unimolecular rate constant k may
be found by fitting the number of molecules remaining versus
time:

= −N t N kt( )/ (0) exp( ) (5)

where N(0) is the number of trajectories for the initial
microcanonical ensemble at t = 0. If there are not a sufficient
number of dissociations to accurately determine N(t)/N(0), k
may be approximated from the number of trajectories
remaining at tmax:

= −N t N kt( )/ (0) exp( )max max (6)

The rate constant k, the total unimolecular rate constant k(T),
is the sum of the rate constants for the individual dissociation
pathways k(T) = ∑ki(T). The individual ki(T) equal k(T)
multiplied by the number of dissociations for the ith pathway
divided by the total number dissociations pi; that is, ki(T) =
pik(T). Plotting the logarithms of k(T) and the ki(T) versus 1/
T gives the Arrhenius parameters A and Ea for the overall
reaction and the individual pathways. The above analysis
assumes the unimolecular dissociation of the molecule is
intrinsically RRKM so that a microcanonical ensemble is
maintained during time as it dissociates. This can be tested by
ensuring the unimolecular decay is exponential.
The classical Arrhenius activation energy Ea for unimolecular

dissociation equals Eo, the difference between the classical
potential energies of the dissociation TS and the unimolecular
reactant, plus the difference between the average thermal
energies of the TS and reactant.138 The average classical
thermal energy of the s vibrational modes of the reactant is sRT
and for the s − 1 vibrational modes of the TS is (s − 1)RT.
However, since the average thermal energy of the TS’s reaction
coordinate is RT, the average thermal energies of the TS and
reactant are identical, and Ea is the same as Eo.

139

In addition to providing Arrhenius parameters, the above
simulation also identifies the molecule’s unimolecular decom-
position pathways at temperature T. The thermal unimolecular
kinetics of the CH3−NH−CHCH−CH3 molecule was
studied by direct dynamics simulations at the MP2/6-31+G*
level of theory for T = 3500−5500 K.114,139 A total of 33
different primary decomposition pathways were observed.114

The most predominant pathways are decomposition to form
•CH3 + •NH−CHCH−CH3 and isomerization to form
CH3−NCH−CH2−CH3 and CH3−NH−CH2−CHCH2.
The Arrhenius plot for forming the isomerization products is
shown in Figure 7. The Arrhenius Ea from the simulations is
82.8 ± 4.3 and 64.9 ± 7.0 kcal/mol for the dissociation and
isomerization pathways, respectively. The former is lower than
the MP2/6-31+G* C−N dissociation energy of 87.8 kcal/mol
and this is expected, since the C−N dissociation TS is
variational and will have a potential energy less than the
dissociation energy. For the isomerizations the stationary point
TS potential energy is 62.8 kcal/mol and Ea from the
simulations agrees with this value. The isomerization A-factor

from the simulations is 5.2 + 4.5/−2.8 × 10−13 s−1 and
somewhat smaller than the TST value of 9.2 × 10−13 s−1 for the
MP2/6-31+G* PES. This small difference may arise from
anharmonic effects present in the simulations, but not in the
harmonic TST calculations.
Direct dynamics simulations, utilizing the RM1 semiempirical

electronic structure theory, were performed to study the
thermal dissociation of the doubly protonated tripeptide
threonine−isoleucine−lysine ion, TIK(H+)2, for temperatures
of 1250−2500 K.115 The number of different fragmentation
pathways increases with increase in temperature. At 1250 K
there are only four fragmentation pathways, with one
contributing 85% of the fragmentation. In contrast, at 2500
K, there are 61 pathways, and not one dominates. A plot of the
relative number of TIK(H+)2 ions versus time, N(t)/N(0), is
given in Figure 8a for the 1500 K simulations. The Arrhenius
plot for the overall TIK(H+)2 dissociaton is given in Figure 8b.
For four of the fragmentation pathways there were a sufficient
number of dissociations at each temperature to determine their
rate constants ki(T). Two of the pathways are homolytic C−C
bond ruptures and their Arrhenius activation energies are
consistent with the RM1 C−C bond dissociation energies. The
two other pathways involve proton transfer, with stationary
point TSs. The mechanism for one of the pathways is depicted
in Figure 9 and its Arrhenius activation energy from the
simulations is 14.7 ± 0.5 kcal/mol, in excellent agreement with
RM1 TS energy of 15.0 kcal/mol. For the other proton transfer
pathway the Arrhenius activation energy is 18.6 ± 0.5 kcal/mol,
again in excellent agreement with RM1 TS energy of 18.3 kcal/
mol.

4.3. Post-Transition-State Dynamics. The rate constant
for a chemical reaction may be calculated from TST, if there is a
rate-controlling TS, but for the post-transition-state dynamics it is
necessary to understand the atomistic motion on the PES after
passing the TS. The PES in this post-TS domain may have a
very “rough” landscape, with multiple potential energy minima,
reaction pathways, low energy barriers, etc., connecting the
rate-controlling TS to multiple product channels. The
important question is “what are the post-TS dynamics”? For
example, do the trajectories follow the IRC,32 which is the
traditional model for the post-TS reaction path.9

A chemical dynamics simulation is an important method for
studying post-TS dynamics. If TST is valid for a thermal
unimolecular or bimolecular reaction, the chemical dynamics

Figure 7. Plot of ln kisom versus 1/T for forming the isomerization
products CH3−NCH−CH2−CH3 and CH3−NH--CH2−CH
CH2. The linear fit yields the Arrhenius parameters Ea = 64.9 ± 7.0
kcal/mol and A = 5.2 + 4.5/−2.8 × 1013 s−1. The kisom is in units of s−1,
and T is in K. Reproduced from ref 139 with permission from the
American Chemical Society.
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trajectories may be initiated at the TS for the reaction. For a
fixed energy unimolecular reaction, which has statistical

intramolecular dynamics, the trajectories may be initiated at
the TS in accord with RRKM theory. For these simulations,
canonical and microcanonical, the quasiclassical method which
includes ZPE in the vibrational modes at the TS may be used to
choose initial conditions for the trajectories. The dynamics in
moving from the TS to products is usually a short-time event
and a direct dynamics simulation, in which the PES for the
reaction is directly represented by an electronic structure
theory, is a computationally practical method for studying post-
TS dynamics.
The important reaction dynamics properties which may be

determined from post-TS dynamics simulations include (1)
partitioning of the available energy to the products’ relative
translation, rotation, and vibration degrees of freedom; (2)
branching between different product channels, which is
particularly important for PES’s with bifurcations in the exit-
channel; (3) trapping in exit-channel potential energy minima
and ensuing unimolecular dynamics, which is often non-
statistical as described above; (4) possible avoidance of exit-
channel minima in the multidimensional phase space for a
chemical reaction; and (5) importance of TS recrossing.
Properties (1), (2), (4), and (5) are illustrated by the following
direct dynamics simulations.

4.3.1. Product Energy Partitioning and Reactant Reactive
States. The dynamics in moving from the TS to products is of
utmost importance in determining product energy partitioning.
The dynamical attribute of interest is the manner in which the
repulsive potential energy release in moving from the TS to
products is partitioned between product relative translation,
rotation, and vibration energies. These dynamics have been
studied by direct dynamics for the H2CO → H2 + CO
dissociation,24,25,140 but a direct comparison with experiment is
difficult since the roaming dissociation mechanism141 was not
included in the simulations. Here, post-TS product energy
partitioning is illustrated by direct dynamics simulations for
C2H5F → HF + C2H4 dissociation,

142−144 and compared with
experiments by Setser, Wittig, and co-workers,145,146 in which
the vibration and rotation energy distributions of the HF
product were measured. The simulations were performed using
MP2 theory with both the 6-31G* and 6-311++G** basis sets.
The experimental 0 K potential energy release with ZPE
included, Er°, in going from the TS to products is 49.0 ± 2.0

Figure 8. (a) Plot of ln[N(t)/N(0)] vs t for the 1500 K simulation of
TIK(H+)2 dissociation. (b) Natural logarithm of the overall rate
constant (s−1) for TIK(H+)2 dissociation plotted vs 1/T (1 × 10−4

K−1). The Arrhenius parameters are A = (1.22 ± 0.07) × 1014 s−1 and
Ea = 24.2 ± 0.2 kcal/mol. Reproduced from ref 115 with permission
from the American Chemical Society.

Figure 9. TIK(H+)2 dissociation mechanism for a proton transfer pathway. Reproduced from ref 115 with permission from the American Chemical
Society.
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kcal/mol, while the MP2 values with the 6-31G* and 6-311+
+G** basis sets are 45.3 and 50.6 kcal/mol, respectively.
An important comparison with experiment is the partitioning

of the available product energy to HF vibration. For the
experiments, excess energies at the TS (Evt

⧧) of 32 and 42 kcal/
mol were investigated. For the latter Evt

⧧, the experiments show
that 15% of the available energy is partitioned to HF vibration.
The MP2/6-311++G** simulation gives 14% and nearly the
same result, while the MP2/6-31G* simulation gives 8%. A
more detailed comparison with experiment is the population
distribution, P(n), of the HF vibrational levels, which is shown
in Figure 10. The MP2/6-311++G** simulations are in very

good agreement with both the Evt
⧧ = 32 and 42 kcal/mol

experiments. Their principal difference is the small P(1)/P(0)
inversion found from the simulations.
Also of interest is the partitioning of the available energy to

the products relative translation, rotation, and vibration degrees
of freedom, obtained from the simulations but not the
experiments. The results are given in Table 5. The majority
of the product degrees of freedom are for C2H4 vibration and a
statistical model would partition the majority of the product
energy to C2H4 vibration. In contrast, as shown in Table 5, the
majority of the energy is distributed to HF + C2H4 relative
translation, arising from nonstatistical, repulsive potential energy
release in moving from the TS to products. In comparing the
results of the two basis sets, 6-311++G** partitions slightly less
to relative translation and more to HF vibration, with the other
energy partitionings similar for the two basis sets.
Following a model proposed by Zamir and Levine,147 the

product energy partitioning was analyzed versus Evt
⧧ to

determine the percentages of the potential energy release,
Er°, distributed to the different product energies. For the MP2/
6-31G* simulations, the percentages partitioned to relative
translation, C2H4 vibration, C2H4 rotation, HF vibration, and
HF rotation are 81, 0, 5, 11, and 3%, respectively. For the
MP2/6-311++G** simulations these percentages are 73, 2, 4,
18, and 3%. Thus, the vast majority of Er° is partitioned to
relative translation, with HF vibration coming in a distant
second.
Xu et al. performed a B3LYP/6-31G* direct dynamics

simulation,148 similar to the direct dynamics for C2H5F
dissociation,149 except the trajectories were directed toward
the reactants. Their simulation determined which reactant
vibrational states have a high probability of attaining the TS
structure and forming products for 1,3-dipolar addition
reactions of diazonium betaines to acetylene and ethylene.
The trajectories showed that reactant translation supplies the
largest amount of energy needed to reach the TS, but reaction
cannot proceed without a large amount of vibrational excitation
in the bending mode of the betaine (i.e., N2O, N3H, and
CH2N2).

4.3.2. Bifurcations and Branching between Exit-Channel
Pathways. For a reaction whose PES has a bifurcation after
passing the rate-controlling TS, chemical dynamics simulations
are critical for predicting the product branching ratio.150−155 A
PES exhibiting a reaction path bifurcation is depicted in Figure
11. The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)32 leads to the
valley−ridge inflection (VRI) point and then dynamics are
needed to determine the branching between the two product
channels. The branching will be determined by the dynamics in
the vicinity of the VRI and these dynamics may be important
either before or after the VRI.

Figure 10. Populations of the HF vibrational states for C2H5F → HF
+ C2H4 dissociation, with different amounts of vibration/reaction
coordinate energy Evt

⧧ in the C2H5F
⧧ transition state. □, results of the

MP2/6-311++G** simulations; ●, results of the MP2/6-31G*
simulations; and ▲, experimental results. The experimental results
for Evt

⧧ = 32 and 42 kcal/mol are from refs 146 and 145, respectively.
Reproduced from ref 142 with permission from the American Institute
of Physics.

Table 5. Average C2H5F
⧧ → HF + C2H4 Product Energy Partitioning for MP2/6-31G* and MP2/6-311++G** Direct

Dynamicsa

MP2/6-31G* MP2/6-311++G**

product energy Evt
⧧ = 3.45 Evt

⧧ = 27 Evt
⧧ = 42 Evt

⧧ = 3.45 Evt
⧧ = 32 Evt

⧧ = 42

rel trans 75.4 56.8 49.7 67.8(1.2)b 48.2(1.0) 46.2(1.0)
C2H4 vib 6.1 24.2 31.5 6.8(0.7) 26.2(0.8) 29.3(0.6)
C2H4 rot 4.6 5.9 6.0 5.1(0.3) 5.5(0.3) 6.2(0.3)
HF vib 10.5 8.7 7.9 16.9(1.3) 15.8(1.1) 14.0(1.0)
HF rot 3.4 4.4 4.9 3.4(0.3) 4.3(0.4) 4.3(0.3)

aThe average energy partitioning is given in percentage. bThe uncertainty, in parentheses, is the standard deviation of the mean.
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A model PES has been developed to study nonstatistical
dynamics associated with PESs with reaction path bifurcations
and VRI points.154 Simulations on this PES154 indicate that, in
the gas-phase, dynamics in the vicinity of the VRI are
insignificant in determining the product branching, however
for a reactive system with a strongly interacting solvent, and
extensive energy transfer from the reactive system, the VRI may
play an important role. Direct dynamics simulations are
important for understanding the bifurcation dynamics for
specific chemical reactions.151,152,155−157 CASSCF(3,3)/6-
31G* post-TS direct dynamics were used to study cyclopropyl
radical ring opening.156 For the IRC the CH2 groups rotate
disrotatroy, however the dynamics found that only 57% of the
reaction followed the IRC and the remaining 43% followed a
conrotatory path. In ensuing studies,153,155 a reaction path
bifurcation and a VRI were found to be important in
interpreting the results of the direct dynamics simulations.
Enzymes may be important for steering natural product

formation on PESs with reaction path bifurcations.151,152 The
biosynthesis of abietic acid involves a PES with a bifurcating
reaction path.151 This bifurcation is part of the C20
pimaradienyl cation rearrangement forming the abietadienyl
cation, the natural product. A B3LYP/6-31+G** post-TS direct
dynamics simulation was performed for a truncated C10
pimaradienyl cation to study its rearrangement.151 Somewhat
surprisingly a non-natural product was formed and the
natural:non-natural product ratio was 1.6:1. Performing
B3LYP simulations for the complete C20 pimaradienyl cation,
but with the smaller 6-31+G* basis set, resulted in 1.3:1 for this
ratio.152 The simulations were performed in the absence of the
enzyme and apparently it is needed to direct the reaction to
only the natural product on the bifurcating PES.
The role of bifurcations in post-TS dynamics was studied by

G96LYP/6-31G* direct dynamics for [Ca(formamide)]2+

dissociation, for which Coulomb explosion and neutral loss
unimolecular reactions compete.157 The PES has bifurcations
which give rise to non-IRC reaction dynamics. Non-IRC
dynamics also arise from atomistic motions directing
trajectories away from the IRC (see below). Different
vibrational and rotational excitation patterns were considered
for the for [Ca(formamide)]2+ dissociation TSs and found to
effect the branching between the Coulomb explosion and

neutral loss pathways, the role of bifurcations on dissociation
dynamics, and the importance of the different non-IRC
mechanisms. Post-TS dynamics are quite important for this
reaction.

4.3.3. Timing for Post-TS Bond Formation, Non-IRC
Dynamics, and Avoiding Potential Energy Minima. Diels−
Alder reactions between a diene and a dienophile involve two
C−C bond formations. Post-TS direct dynamics simulations
have been used to study the timing between these two bond
formations for a series of Diels−Alder reactions.158 At 298 K it
was found that most of the reactions are essentially concerted,
with a time gap between forming the two bonds which is
shorter than a C−C vibrational period. At the higher
temperature of ∼1000 K diradical character for the bond
formation is observed in some of the trajectories. Simulating
the Diels−Alder reaction in water increases the time gap
between the two bond formations.159

The traditional model in moving from the TS toward
products is that the reactive system follows the IRC.9 If it leads
to a potential energy minimum, RRKM theory is used to
calculate the lifetime for trapping in the minimum and then the
IRC is followed from the minimum to products. However, the
IRC is an artificial, idealized trajectory with its kinetic energy
removed after each infinitesimal step. For constant energy gas-
phase reactions, trajectories usually do not follow the IRC.
Above it was shown that, for PESs with reaction path
bifurcations, the VRI point is usually unimportant and
trajectories do not follow the IRC.
Non-IRC dynamics occur in direct dynamics simulations for

reactions whose PESs do not have reaction path bifurcations.
These dynamics were found for 1,2,6-heptatriene rearrange-
ment,122 the heterolysis rearrangement of protonated pinacolyl
alcohol,160 the O(3P) + CH3 → H2 + H + CO,161 F− +
CH3OH,

162 OH− + CH3I,
69 and F− + CH3OOH

163 reactions,
and the microsolvated OH−(H2O) + CH3I and F−(H2O) +
CH3I reactions.

106,109 The IRC often leads the reactive system
to deep potential energy minima in the exit-channel, but in the
multidimensional post-TS dynamics the non-IRC trajectories
may avoid these minima. These dynamics are found in direct
dynamics simulations for the F− + CH3OH, OH

− + CH3I, F
− +

CH3OOH, OH−(H2O) + CH3I, and F−(H2O) + CH3I
reactions.69,106,109,162,163 Non-IRC dynamics may also be
important for the roaming reaction mechanism.141

To study post-TS dynamics for the OH− + CH3F SN2
reaction, MP2/6-31G* direct dynamics trajectories were
initiated at the [HO--CH3--F]

− central barrier TS.162 The
IRC from the TS leads directly to an exit-channel potential
energy minimum for the CH3OH---F

− intermediate. The
trajectories do not follow this IRC and instead two different
reaction pathways were found, one direct and the other
indirect. The vast majority, ∼90%, follow a direct reaction
pathway with departure of the F− ion approximately along the
O-C---F− collinear axis and avoiding the potential energy
minimum for the CH3OH---F

− intermediate. The remaining
small fraction of trajectories initially follow the direct pathway,
but they do not have sufficient CH3OH + F− relative
translational energy to dissociate and are drawn into the
CH3OH---F

− minimum. As the system moves off the central
barrier, it is propelled toward products by the potential energy
release.
Similar dynamics are found for the F− + CH3OOH

reaction.163 The potential energy curve for the F− +
CH3OOH reaction is shown in Figure 12. In experimental

Figure 11. Model PES with a reaction path bifurcation and a valley−
ridge inflection point. Reproduced from ref 152 with permission from
the American Chemical Society.
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studies of this reaction164 it was found that the most exothermic
products HF + CH2(OH)O

−, and products predicted by the
IRC are not formed. Instead, the much higher energy products
HF + CH2O + OH−, formed by an ECO2 mechanism, were
observed. To provide an atomic-level understanding of these
results, a B3LYP/6-311+G** direct dynamics simulation was
performed with trajectories initiated for the F− + CH3OOH
reactants. The post-TS dynamics for the trajectories, after
passing TS1, did not follow the IRC to the deep potential
energy minimum of the CH2(OH)2---F

− intermediate and
instead directly formed the HF + CH2O + OH− products by
the proposed ECO2 mechanism. The branching between the HF
+ CH2O + OH− and HF + CH3OO

− product channels found
from the trajectories is in overall good agreement with the
experimental estimate. The trajectory total reaction rate
constant for F− + CH3OOH is in excellent agreement with
the experimental value.
The non-IRC post-TS dynamics found for the F− +

CH3OOH reaction is illustrated by the two-dimensional
potential energy diagram in Figure 13.163 Q1 represents the
concerted movement of HF and OH− away from CH2O, and
Q2 represents the in-plane rotation motion of CH2O to access
the deep potential energy minimum. Shown by the black line in
Figure 13 is a representative trajectory, which “skirts” the deep
potential energy minimum of CH2(OH)2---F

−. From the
dynamics, the concerted movement of HF and OH− away
from CH2O, is much faster than the rotation motion of CH2O
needed to access the potential energy minimum. Also, there is
no barrier restricting the movement of HF and OH− away from
CH2O. The red line illustrates the IRC leading to the complex.
The dynamics for the F− + CH3OOH reaction are similar to
those for the OH− + CH3F → CH3OH + F− reaction.
As found from direct dynamics simulation, deep exit-channel

potential energy minima are also avoided for the microsolvated
ions OH−(H2O) and F−(H2O) reacting with CH3I.

106,109 The
reaction dynamics are similar for these two ions and those for
OH−(H2O) are considered here. A schematic potential energy
profile for the reaction is shown in Figure 5. The SN2 reaction
has a potential energy minimum for the CH3OH---I

−(H2O)
post-reaction complex. This complex was not formed in any of
the trajectories. The dominant dynamics were for H2O to
dissociate from the system as OH−(H2O) attached to CH3I,
with the associated potential energy release, or dissociate as
OH− displaced I− with the much greater potential energy

release. For OH−(H2O) + CH3I collision energies in the range
of 2.0 to 0.05 eV, the I−(H2O)/I

− ratio varies from 0.011 to
0.021 from the experiments and 0.018 to 0.041 from the
simulations.

4.3.4. TS Recrossing. TST assumes that a trajectory that
crosses the TS in the direction reactants → products does not
recross the TS.138 If there are recrossings the TST rate constant
is corrected by the recrossing factor κ; i.e., k = κkTST. Central
barrier recrossing is important for the Cl− + CH3Cl SN2
reactions.165,166 MP2/6-31G* direct dynamics trajectories were
initiated at the [Cl--CH3--Cl]

− central barrier with a 300 K
Boltzmann distribution of energy as assumed by TST and then
integrated in both the reverse and forward directions for 3
ps.166 Substantially recrossing was observed, with trajectories
trapped in the vicinity of the central barrier, yielding a κ factor
of 0.2. A smaller κ factor is expected if the trajectories were
integrated for a longer period of time, giving rise to more
recrossings. A similar study using an analytic PES gave κ = 0.1
for trajectories integrated for 40 ps.165

Central barrier recrossing are much less important for the
Cl− + CD3Cl and Cl− + C2H5Cl SN2 reactions.167,168 For
trajectories initiated at the [Cl---CD3---Cl]

− central barrier, and
integrated in both the forward and reverse directions for 3 ps, κ
= 0.7 as compared to 0.2 for Cl− + CH3Cl.

166 This difference
may result from the lower intramolecular vibrational
frequencies for CD3Cl as compared to CH3Cl, giving rise to
more couplings between the low and high frequency vibrational
modes of the reactive system and less phase space trapping in
the vicinity of the central barrier. For the Cl− + C2H5Cl SN2
reaction, there is negligible recrossing of the central barrier.168

There is substantial IVR between the reactive system’s low and
high frequency vibrational modes.
Central barrier recrossing was also found to be important in a

direct dynamics simulation of the F− + NH2F SN2 reaction.169

4.4. Mass Spectrometry Simulations. 4.4.1. Surface-
Induced Dissociation (SID) Energy Transfer and Fragmenta-

Figure 12. Energy diagram for the F− + CH3OOH reaction at the
B3LYP/6-311+G** level of theory. The energies shown are in kcal/
mol and are relative to the F− + CH3OOH reactant channel. Zero-
point energies are not included. Reproduced from ref 163 with
permission from the American Chemical Society.

Figure 13. Two-dimensional contour diagram of the post-transition-
state potential energy surface for TS1. Q1 = Δr1 + Δr2, where r1 is the
FH−C bond length and r2 is the O−OH bond length. Q2 = Δθ1 +
Δθ2, where Δθ1 is the O−C−O angle and Δθ2 is the H−O−C angle;
i.e., H is the hydrogen abstracted by F−, and O is the oxygen attached
to carbon. Q1 represents the concerted motion of HF and OH− away
from CH2O, and Q2 represents rotation of CH2O. The remaining
coordinates were optimized for each Q1, Q2 point. Depicted on this
contour diagram is the IRC (red line) and a representative trajectory
(black line). Reproduced from ref 163 with permission from the
American Chemical Society.
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tion Dynamics. Direct dynamics simulations have greatly
assisted in establishing atomistic understandings of the
dynamics associated with collisions of protonated peptide
ions, peptide-H+, with organic surfaces.170,171 Two types of
direct dynamics models were used for the simulations. For one,
identified as QM+MM, the potential for peptide-H+, Vpeptide, is
represented by a quantum mechanical (QM) theory, while the
surface and peptide−surface potentials, i.e., Vsurface and
Vpeptide‑surface, are represented by molecular mechanical (MM)
functions. For the other, called QM/MM, reaction is allowed
between peptide-H+ and the surface by including part of the
surface in the QM calculation. The remaining part of the
surface and its interaction with peptide-H+ is MM. The organic
surfaces considered in the simulations are diamond {111}, and
alkylthiolate and perfluorinated alkylthiolate self-assembled
monolayers, i.e., H-SAM and F-SAM, and the peptide-H+

ions are polyglycines, glyn-H
+.

A critical component of peptide-H+ ion SID is the efficiency
of transfer of the ion’s collision energy Ei to the ion’s vibrational
modes so that it can fragment. The energy transfer efficiencies
for collision with the diamond {111} surface are summarized in
Table 6.112,113,172,173 Energy transfer dynamics for the AM1 and
MP2 QM models were compared for gly-H+ + diamond
collisions for an incident collision angle θi = 45° (θi = 0° is
normal to the surface) and collision energy Ei = 70 eV. The
AM1 and MP2 average percentage energy transfers to peptide-
H+ internal energy, the surface, and final peptide-H+ translation
energy are the same and are respectively 12, 38, and 50%. The
AMBER MM model for Vpeptide gives statistically the same
energy transfer percentages,172,174 which indicates that the
much more computationally efficient AMBER model may be
used to obtain accurate energy transfer dynamics for peptide-
H+ + surface collisions.
Consistent with experiment,175,176 the percentage of energy

transfer to the peptide ion’s internal energy is only weakly
dependent on the collision energy for collisions with both the
diamond and H-SAM surfaces. These dynamics are illustrated
by AM1 simulations of gly2-H

+ + diamond {111} collisions at θi
= 0° (Table 6) and PM3 and RM1 simulations of gly8-H

+ + H-
SAM collisions.177 In contrast, energy transfer to the surface
and to peptide-H+

final translational energy increase and
decrease, respectively, with increase in Ei. For collisions with
the H-SAM surface, energy transfer to peptide-H+ internal
energy is insensitive to the incident angle. This may result from
the high corrugation and substantial roughness of the H-SAM

surface. Contrary to the insensitivity of this energy transfer on
θi, energy transfer to the surface and that remaining in peptide-
H+ translation decrease and increase, respectively, as θi is
increased from 0 to 45°. The dependence of energy transfer on
θi is different for peptide-H

+ collisions with diamond {111}. As
shown in Table 6, there is a decrease in transfer to peptide-H+

internal energy upon changing θi from 0 to 45°.This decrease in
energy transfer is approximately the same as that expected for
cos2 θi scaling, which equals 0.5. The dependence of energy
transfer to the surface and remaining in translation, on θi, is the
same as that above for the H-SAM.
In experiments of peptide-H+ collisions with SAM

surfaces,175,176 the percentage transfer to the peptide ion’s
internal energy is only weakly dependent on the ion’s size. This
is found from PM3 and RM1 simulations with the H-SAM and
θi = 45°, for which the percentage energy transfer to peptide-H+

internal energy is 7−8% for gly3-H
+ and 10−14% for gly8-

H+.177,178 In contrast as shown in Table 6, for collisions with
diamond {111} energy transfer to peptide-H+ internal energy
does depend on the ion’s size.
Two mechanisms were found for fragmentation of the

peptide-H+ ions.112,113,172,173 For the traditional energy transfer
mechanism, peptide-H+ is vibrationally excited by its collision
with the surface, rebounds off the surface, and then dissociates
after IVR. The simulations revealed an unforeseen type of
fragmentation, called shattering, in which peptide-H+ fragments
as it collides with the surface and is the origin of the large
increase in number of product channels observed experimen-
tally with increase in collision energy.179,180 Collisions of
peptide-H+ with the surface directly drive the peptide ion to
dissociation TSs, so that it dissociates nonstatistically as it
collides with the surface. For QM+MM direct dynamics
simulations of collisions of glyn-H

+, n = 1, 2, and 8, colliding
with the diamond {111} surface, the shattering percentages are
given in Table 6. For the gly2-H

+ collisions with θi = 0°,
shattering increases from 8 to 71% as Ei is increased from 30 to
100 eV, an increase consistent with experiment. For the gly-H+

collision, AM1 and MP2 with θi = 45° and Ei = 70 eV give
nearly identical shattering percentages.
Concomitant with the increase in shattering, as Ei is

increased, is the dramatic increase in the number of
fragmentation pathways, the signature of shattering in the
experiments. For gly2-H

+ the number of fragmentation
pathways increases from 6 to 59 as Ei is increased from 30 to
100 eV for normal θi = 0° collisions. For collisions of the large

Table 6. QM+MM Dynamics for Peptide-H+ Ions Colliding with a Diamond {111} Surface

ion Vion θi Ei (eV) % shattering pathways ⟨ΔEint⟩a ref

gly-H+ AM1 45° 70 23 18 12 172

gly-H+ MP2 0° 70 57 96 17 173
45° 70 22 14 11

gly2-H
+ AM1 0° 30 8 6 24 112

0° 50 13 23 21
0° 70 44 44 20
45° 70 12
0° 100 71 59 17

gly8-H
+ AM1 0° 100 78 304 45 113

45° 100 22 b 26
aAverage percentage energy transfer to vibration and rotation of the peptide ion. bNot determined.
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peptide ion gly8-H
+ at 100 eV, there are 304 different

fragmentation pathways! Many are related by their backbone
cleavage patterns. The MP2 simulations for gly-H+, and those
for gly8-H

+ with AM1, show there is a marked decrease in the
shattering percentage and the number of dissociation pathways
as θi is changed from a normal 0° collision to 45°. Importantly,
for the gly-H+ simulations at 45°, MP2 and AM1 give very
similar results for the percentage shattering and the number of
dissociation pathways. For the same Ei and θi, the shattering
percentage is not strongly dependent on the size of peptide-H+.
Shattering is also important in QM/MM simulations, with
RM1, for gly2-H

+ collisions at θi = 0° with −COCl and −CHO
terminally terminated F-SAM surfaces.181 Shattering is not
important for gly2-H

+ and gly8-H
+ collisions with the softer H-

SAM surface, as found from PM3 and RM1 simulations.177,182

4.4.2. Proton Migration and Conformational Dynamics
for Peptide-H+. The mobile proton model, proposed by
Wysocki and co-workers,183,184 provides a qualitative frame-
work in which to consider long-time fragmentation events.
Within this model, energy transfer allows proton migration
from lower energy to higher energy sites, which in turn leads to
backbone cleavage. Direct dynamics studies of SID have
captured the mobile proton model in action.185−187 These
works have shown that proton motion is well correlated with
peptide fragmentation and in fact the lag time between proton
transfer and bond cleavage found from simulations is well
described using a simple three state kinetic model.185 It was
found that 90% of fragmentation events that are attributed to
proton motion occur within 1.5 ps of the relevant proton
migration at a collision energy of 110 eV and within 2.5 ps at
the lower collision energy of 30 eV. The first proton transfer is
found to be the most likely to induce fragmentation with an
efficiency for fragmentation at ∼50%, with the proton typically
moving to the closest available protonation site. Different
conformational families exhibited different proton transfer
pathways, and hence different fragmentation products.187 This
is a striking result as one might have expected the collision
event to cause a loss of memory of the initial conformation.
4.4.3. Fragment Complexations. A quite interesting finding

from the SID simulations, is the post-fragmentation dynamics.
Following the initial collision event and fragmentation, it is
possible for the peptide fragments to form non-covalent
complexes with the charged fragment hydrogen bonding to
various protonation sites along the neutral fragment.186 These
complexes may have a relatively long lifetime. For collisions of
gly8-H

+ with the F-SAM surface, complexes formed between
(NH2CH2)

+ and gly7 have average lifetimes of 5.7 and 4.3 ps at
a collision energy of 30 and 110 eV, respectively. This is an
important finding given that this is a sufficiently long period of
time for the excess proton to transfer between peptide
fragments. Proton transfer via complexation allows for new
proton transfer pathways that may not have been otherwise
considered. These complexations lead to fragmentations in
which the atoms of the peptide backbone are rearranged. This
class of proton transfer works in concert with the “traditional”
proton migration mechanism and certain products can only be
obtained with both processes occurring within the same
secondary fragmentation event.
4.4.4. Reactive Landing. Reactive landing is found to follow

a four-centered TS in RM1 QM/MM simulations of gly2-H
+

colliding with both an F-SAM181 and an H-SAM.182 A TS that
involves four bodies is rather unusual and is deserving of some
additional explanation. In the four-centered TS, two bonds

break, while two new bonds form. Namely, the bonds that
break are typically an X−H bond of the peptide along with the
C−G bond of the surface, where X is a heavy atom of the
peptide backbone, and G is the “leaving group” of the modified
headgroup. The bonds that form are G−H and C−X. For the
simulations with both the F-SAM and H-SAM surfaces, intact
surface deposition was found and compared favorably with the
experimental work of Laskin and co-workers.188 Reactivity
between the peptide and the surface was found to monotoni-
cally increase with collision energy. It was only when the
specific subclass of intact surface deposition was considered
that the characteristic peak in reactive landing observed in
experiment was also seen in the simulations. As the collision
energy increases, reactivity certainly does increase, however, the
probability for the modified headgroup breaking off of the
surface also increases. It was also found that the F-SAM had a
significantly higher reactivity than the H-SAM, which was
attributed to the relative stiffness of the two surfaces and how a
stiff surface tends to hold two of the four atoms relatively in-
place during the collision, while they are relatively free to move
away in the floppy H-SAM.182

4.4.5. Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID). Direct dynam-
ics simulations have played an important role in identifying
important dynamical attributes of CID of organic and biological
molecules.115,172,189−201 The experiments involve collisions
with an inert gas such as N2 or a rare gas versus the collision
energy, and the simulations are important for comparing with
and interpreting the experiments. The simulations provide
essential information regarding (1) the fundamental dynamics
for the unimolecular dissociation of the organic and biological
molecules; (2) the vibrational and rotational energy distribu-
tions of the excited molecules; (3) the ions formed by the CID
process, which may be directly compared with experiment; and
(4) mechanism for the CID fragmentation.
The simulations show that the CID unimolecular dissocia-

tion consists of two mechanisms. A shattering mechanism,
similar to that described above for SID, in which dissociation
occurs during the collision, and the traditional, statistical,
RRKM mechanism, with efficient IVR. The CID dissociation
may be described by a composite of these two mechanisms.194

Critical for the RRKM component of the modeling are the
vibrational and rotational energy distributions of the excited
molecule. For some molecules the rotational excitation is as
large as the vibrational.189,191 For some of the simulations, like
that for testosterone CID,200 the ion fragments and their
intensities are in quite good agreement with experiment.
Important, and revealing from the simulations, is the

elucidation of the fragmentation pathways. Pathways for the
statistical, RRKM calculations may be determined by stationary
point calculations of TS structures and energies, and these
properties for reaction intermediates and products. However,
the nonstatistical, shattering pathways are often unexpected and
only revealed by the direct dynamics simulations. The CID
pathways found from the simulations for protonated Gly2NH2
and Gly3NH2 are in quite good agreement with the ions found
experimentally.195 Fragmentation mechanism determined for
protonated uracil from simulations are consistent with those
deduced from isotopic labeling experiments.196 Another
strength from the simulations is that they identify the neutral
products, which are not observed in the mass spectrometry
experiments. The simulations also confirm proposed mecha-
nistic models, such as the mobile proton model for peptide ion
fragmentation.115,192,195,197
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4.5. Semiclassical (SC) Anharmonic Vibrational Spec-
tra. Direct dynamics methods may be implemented in SC
chemical dynamics,90,202 in which all quantum effects are
included in the classical mechanics.203,204 The semiclassical
initial value representation (SC-IVR) theory has been
developed as a powerful and accurate tool for calculating
anharmonic molecular vibrational spectral densities, which
exclusively relies on classical trajectories. It is straightforward to
implement a SC-IVR direct dynamics simulation. The vibra-
tional spectrum power spectrum density in the time-averaging
(TA) SC-IVR approach, using the Heller−Herman−Kluk−Kay
(HHKK) semiclassical propagator approximation204−206 with
the separable approximation,207 is given by

∫ ∫
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where the sets of (p(t),q(t)) are the momenta and position
variables propagated from the initial phase space point
(p(t),q(0)), and the reference state |χ⟩ may be chosen as a
combination of multiple coherent states (MC),208,209 i.e.,

∑χ| ⟩ = | ⟩
=

p q,
i

N
i i

1
eq eq

states

(8)

to give the MC-SC-IVR implementation of the semiclassical
theory.
In theory, what makes direct SC-IVR dynamics computa-

tionally impractical is the need to (1) calculate a large ensemble
of trajectories for proper averaging and (2) calculate the
Hessian at each integration step. However, in practice both of
these are unnecessary. With time averaging and more
importantly the MC-SC-IVR method,208−210 eq 7 may be
solved with only a small number of trajectories. In addition,
with the compact finite difference (CFD) algorithm described
above,89 it is unnecessary to calculate the Hessian from
electronic structure theory at each integration step.
The results of MC-SC-IVR simulations of the CO2

anharmonic spectrum are given in Figure 14.203 The direct
dynamics are performed at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of
theory. Using the MC method only eight trajectories were
calculated for the simulation. Spectra are given in Figure 14 for
different values of K, which is the number of Hessian updates
before calculating the Hessian from electronic structure theory.
Only at K = 70 does the power spectrum begin to have peaks
missing and deviations on the order of 10 cm−1. Using the CFD
interpolation, the computation time is reduced by 2 orders of
magnitude at K = 70 using a velocity Verlet algorithm.
4.6. Electronic Non-adiabatic Direct Dynamics. Elec-

tronic non-adiabatic processes are often accurately described by
direct dynamics simulations,211,212 and such studies have been
particularly helpful for understanding the photodynamics of
biological molecules, e.g., nucleobases,213 and interpreting
experiments. These simulations are performed using PESs for
multiple electronic states (e.g., S0, S1, and S2), with the
trajectory undergoing transitions between the PESs. For each
numerical integration time step, the trajectory motion is
calculated for a single PES, but non-adiabatic couplings are used
to calculate the probability for a transition to a different PES.
The trajectory surface-hopping algorithm211,212 or the ab initio
multiple spawning method214 may be used to determine the

transition probabilities between the PESs. These electronic
non-adiabatic transitions are pronounced at conical intersec-
tions (see Figure 15).214,215

Findings from these electronic non-adiabatic direct dynamics
simulations, of biological molecules, are profound. The
simulations show that UV-photoexcited DNA and RNA
nucleobases are structurally stable as a result of a rapid S1 →
S0 internal conversion at a conical intersection, converting the
electronic excitation into heat.213 Similar dynamics are found
for retinal models216,217 and 9H-adenine,218 and for the UV-
filtering capacity of kynurenines.219 The simulations have also
illustrated that hydrogen bonding has a pronounced effect on

Figure 14. Direct dynamics power spectra for carbon dioxide
calculated at different levels of the CFD-Bofill Hessian update scheme
and B3LYP/cc-pVDZ theory. The simulations were performed with
the MC-SC-IVR method using eight trajectories. The black line is the
spectrum without the Hessian CFD approximation and the colored
lines are for different levels of the CFD Hessian approximation.
Reproduced from ref 203 with permission from the American Institute
of Physics.

Figure 15. Illustration of a canonical intersection between two PESs.
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the electronic non-adiabatic dynamics of adenine in DNA
strands220 and of the GFP chromophore.221,222

5. THE FUTURE
In the future, direct dynamics simulations are expected to play
an even more important role in modeling chemical and
biochemical reactions. Above, direct dynamics simulations are
described for bimolecular SN2 nucleophilic substitution,
unimolecular decomposition with both random and non-
random vibrational excitation, nonstatistical chemical dynamics
for organic and bioorganic reactions, non-IRC reaction
dynamics, mass spectrometry fragmentation dynamics, and
semiclassical calculation of anharmonic vibrational spectra.
Direct dynamics allows one to study a broad range of chemical
and biochemical problems, and the study of even a broader
range of problems with more complexity is expected in the
future.
Direct dynamics involves the coupling between chemical

dynamics and electronic structure theory. Enhancements in the
computational efficiency of direct dynamics are important and
they may come from either or both of these two domains. It is
important to have efficient, but still accurate electronic
structure methods, and recent work in developing more
accurate DFT functionals223,224 is quite important in this
regard. The simulations will also be enhanced by developing
more efficient algorithms for integrating the classical equations
of motion, for which some work has been done.83−89 The next
step forward seems to be the need to accurately interpolate the
PES information acquired during the direct dynamics
simulation, to avoid as many costly electronic structure
calculations as possible. The most efficient way to do this
may be to perform the simulations in parallel so that
information between all the trajectories may be shared. Thus,
efficient parallelization of the direct dynamics simulations may
be important. The future for direct dynamics simulations is
exciting for the broad range of possible applications and the
possibilities for enhancing the simulations.
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